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Abstract.
In this paper we prove that the product of countably many scattered paracompact spaces is even ultraparacompact.
Telgársky [1] has shown that scattered paracompact spaces are ultraparacompact. Verbally, H. Martin has asked if a product of countably many spaces with exactly one nonisolated point has to be paracompact. We prove Theorem. The product of countably many scattered paracompact spaces is ultraparacompact.
All spaces are assumed Hausdorff. A space is ultraparacompact if every open cover has a disjoint open refinement. We occasionally use the word refinement when less than the whole space is covered: if so the covered subspace is always mentioned. A scattered space X is Ua<x Xa for some minimal ordinal X where, for a < X, Xa is the set of all isolated points of X -U »<a Xß. The order of X is X and rank of x E X is the a < X with x E Xa. We say a subset A of X is topped if A has a unique point of maximal rank (i.e. the top of A). For completeness we prove The lemma is proved. Proof of the theorem. Suppose that for each n E w, X" is a paracompact scattered space, X -II"eu Xn, and 0 is an open cover of X.
Let S2 be the set of all subsets of X which cannot be covered by any disjoint, open refinement (not necessarily covering X) of 0. We make frequent use of: (*) If a member of Í2 is the union of disjoint clopen sets, then one of these sets is in ß.
We assume X E ß in order to get a contradiction. For each i'• E w we presently choose k¡ E w and a function f having domain w such that f(n) is a topped clopen subset of Xn if n < k¡, f(n) = Xn if n > A:,, and IW¿(»)ea.
Let fc0 = 0; thus each/0(w) = *"" and n"GM/0(«) ^EÖ. Having defined A:, and/ we consider two cases. Case (1) . For each « < k" there is a clopen U" in A^ with (top/(«)) G U" and (n"<t,i/"xn^i")^. Xk. Define kj+x = k¡ + 1, fi+x(n) = f(n) for n ¥= k¡, and choose fi+x(k¡) E 6¡l, by (*)',sothatn"euy;+1(«)Gß. Since Case (1) implies kj+x-ki and rank(top/+1(w)) < rank(top/(m)) for some m < k¡, and there is no infinite decreasing sequence of ordinals, Case (2) must hold for infinitely many /' G to.
Since Case (2) implies kj+, > k¡, for every n E w, there is ;'" G w with n < k¡. Hence /(«) has a top. Since rank(top/+,(«)) ^ rank(top/(«)) we can choose in sufficiently large so that, for all i > /", rank(top/(«)) = rank(top f,(,n)). Thus, for i^in,top(fi(n))^top(f¿n)). If / is the point of X with t(n) -top(/(«)), then t E O G 0. So there is k E w and for each n < k a clopen On in Xn such that /(n) G On and (II"</t On X UnS,k Xn) E O.
If i > in for all n < A, « < k implies n < k¡ and top(/(«)) = t(n). So regardless of top(/(n)) for k < n < /c,, Case (1) holds for /. This contradicts the fact that Case (2) holds infinitely often.
